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Re: Manuscript (ATTN: )

Sent: Tuesday, May 27, 2014 9:22 AM
To: FBL.PREPU
Attachments: Pre-Pub Warner.docx (644 KB)

Attached is my manuscript. Not titled yet but probably something like "Holdup Number Six." Please note that once this goes through editing, some information may get taken out. Nothing additional will come in however. Hope you like it. It's a great read with a cool ending!

Regards,
Bill

---

On May 23, 2014, at 1:22 PM, [redacted] wrote:

> Thanks
> 
> I will send you the manuscript soon. Hopefully next week.
> 
> Have a great weekend!
> 
> Bill
> On May 23, 2014, at 9:40 AM, FBL.PREPU wrote:
> 
> Bill,
> 
> Nice to hear from you. Glad to see things are well.
> 
> Go ahead and send the manuscript in for our review. We review fiction manuscripts pretty frequently. Our reviews are usually less strict on fiction manuscripts, but we still like to review, to make sure no sensitive techniques or methods are used.
> 
> I look forward to reading your work.
> 
> Thanks
>
> Prepublication Review Office
> Records Management Division
> Record/Information Dissemination Section
> 170 Marcel Drive
> Winchester, VA 22602
> Tel: (540) 868-1697
> Fax: (540) 868-4997
>
> From: [redacted]
> Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2014 12:01 PM
> To: FBL.PREPU
> Subject: Manuscript (ATTN: )
>
> For the attention of (and/or pre-publication officials),
>
> Hello
Voice here from the not too-distant past. How are you?

I have another book manuscript, an FBI novel. This is a story about armored truck robbers who violate the Hobbs-Act and rob the couriers and commercial institutions. It is purely fictional.
The story takes place in Atlanta beginning in 1988 before I even entered the Bureau. Nor was I ever assigned there.

All names of all characters are made up as are all victim organizations outside of law enforcement.
No names of any Bureau personnel employed or formerly employed at any time are mentioned.
Although I worked these violations some 23 years ago, no data, information, files, or documents are cited in the text. As such, I don't see that it fits within the purview of the pre-publication guidelines.

However, I am happy to send it to you if you think necessary. Or just the preface, whatever you think.

Let me know when you can please.

Regards,
William J. Warner "Bill"